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The problem of scheduling the work in a Flexible Manufacturing œii is considered with 

the criterion of mhhhhg the idle time of the robot (Le. the material handling semer). 

This situation arises when the robot services several machines whose processing h e s  are 

short. Static and Dynamic scheduluig is presented for a work cell containhg two ha 

having two machines in each Line and no intermediate buffers for work-in-progress. The 

possible sequence of robot tasks anci their cycle rimes are focmulateci. Then the 

development of a heuristic dynarnic scheduler for a work cell is discussed. The heuristic 

aigorithm is coàed by using the C programming language. Four heuristic scheduling 

strategies are considered but only the one giving the minimum robot ide time is used. 

This user fiiendly software c m  be used for any ceil having r finite number of n machines 

and n processors (assemblers) that do not have in-process buffers. It cm lx used even 

when a machine breaks down as long as the condition of each component of the ceil is 

known at that instant The overail strategy is evaluated by interfacing the PC-baxd 

software, and a robot controiler in order to schedule a product mix in the Cornputer 

Integrated Mdacturing cell. located at the Automation Laboratory, University of 

Manitoba. The computations are discussed and summatized. 
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Recent innovations in flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) have the aim of realizing funy 

automated manufacniring. In order to efficiently use these automated fanlities, however. 

many planniog problems have to be solved. Among them is the scheduling of jobs, which 

detemiines when and on what machine the jobs are to be processed and how they are to be 

transported in the system. Indusaial robots play an important role in advanced 

manufacturing systems. A major application of such indusaial robots is the Ioading, 

unioading and transportation of jobs in the production system. The robot c m  be 

programmed to perform a sequence of mechanical tasks and it can continually r e p a t  that 

task until reprogrammed to perform another sequence. 

Hundreds of robots and millions of dollars worth of cornputer controiled equipment are 

inefficient if they are undemtilized or spend their time working on the wrong part because 

of poor planning or  scheduling. The aim of scheduling is to optimize sorne "cost" 

associated with the manufacauing process. For example, we might wish to maximiu: 

throughput (the number of parts produceci in a given thne), muiimee the makespan (the 

t h e  behueen the first job of a given production order entering the system and the last job 

of that order leaving the system), rninimize the work in process (number of unnnished jobs 

in the system), or m i n h h  the average interval (the average intervai of a job. &O c d e d  

the sojourn t h e ,  is the tirne that the job spends in the system, from entering the first 

workstation to leaving the last one), or  some combination of these objectives. (Kochhar & 

Morris, 1990). 

The handling of material is expensive in any rnanufactu~g system, and it represents a 

si-cant portion of the cost of dohg business (Kamoun et al. 1995). Depending on the 



type of rnanuf'turing f a t y ,  estimates ranghg from 10% to 80% of the total cost have 

been attributed to ma- handling flompkins and White, 1984). In order to rhieve 

greater flexibility* the setup tirnes of machine are reduced until bey are close to zero. As 

setup times becorne negligible, the material handling t h e  and its cost becorne a bottleneck 

and efficient matecial handling becomes crucial. Thus, ideas such as "point of use storagd' 

have been adopted to reduce the number of materiai moves. In "point of use storage". 

parts are moved directly from machine to machine instead of rehuning to a storage area. 

behueen operations. Not only is the number of moves reduced, but so is the in-process 

inventory (Aslcin and Standridge, 1993). This is the motivation to consider a ceU with no 

in-process storage bu£fers and to study efficient ways to organize material handling within 

it. Robotic celis with no storage buffers between machines are used widely in pnctice 

(Asfahl, 1985; Miller and Walker? 1990). 

A problem of robotic cell scheduling arising from an automated manufacturing system is 

considered in this research. The cell consists of two lines and each line has w o  machines- 

The robotic cell, which is used to produce a set of parts of the same or different types, is a 

flow line manufacturing system. Each part has to be processeci on machine Mi and then on 

processor Pi, i = 1 . 2 . ~ .  where n is the number of hes of machines stationed in two 

stages. Jobs are transported by a robot between either an input/output station and a 

machine or between the machines. There are no storage bufTers so that any part in the ceil 

is always either on one of the machines or it is behg handled by the robot Neither the 

machines nor the robot can be in possession of more than one part at any instant. The 

robot is not allowed to exchange a job to be transferred to a machine for a job awaiting 

transportation €mm that machine because no machine has a b s e r  storage for work-in- 

progress (WIP). In other words, a machine cannot release a job even if the job has been 

completed akady unless a robot is available to take the part to the next stage of 

operation. A robot, in such cells, perfoms repeated sequences of pickup, move. Load. 



unload and &op operatiom. Consequently, the performance of the œil will depend on the 

sequence of the robot's activities. 

There have been several studies on the scheduüng of robotic cells. The next chapter is 

devoted to the review of this Merature. Chapter 3 is a snidy of a 2 machines, 2 Lines c d  

with one robot and ouiliaes some of the cycles possible for static scheduluig, in which the 

sequence of robot tasks is predetermined and cannot be changeci. and the computational 

results for a range of data sets are discussed and analyzed. The d e s  that evolve. which 

c m  be used to irnplement an on-he  scheduling algorithm. are also discussed. In Chapter 

4 an on-line scheduling algorithm for the same cell and the heuristics on which it is based 

are explaineci. The set up, interfaœ and the software on which the simulation c m  be mn 

are also included. Finally, the results are discussed and summarized in Chapter 5. The 

scope for future work is also suggested. 



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVLEW 

A FMS scheduüng problem is considered to be a detailed minute-by-minute scheduiing of 

machines. materials handling system. and other support equipment. Given the actud shop 

conditions and a set of parts with known processing rquirements. it is concemed with 

accomplishing the following tada : 

schedule actual job reiease times, 

sequence the jobs and detemine the start and completion times of each operation for a 

wide variety of resources, and 

monitor the execution of the rhedule and provide effective contuigency handling. 

Although scheduiing refers to the the-phased allocation of a system's resources. such as 

machines, tools. materiais handling system. etc.. it is applied most often to the scheduiing 

of jobs on the machines. However. for a dynamic and highly integrated system such as a 

N S ,  the real time scheduiing of the materials handling system and consideration of the 

Lim ited in putloutput buffer capacities are dso equally bpoirant. 

The most common approach to a scheduling problem is to Look at the operational shop 

floor and make use of one or more of the multitude of highly dynamic considenùons to 

guide the assignment of jobs to resources. These considerations rnay be the result of high 

level strategic decisions relating to the production. iuventory management or the response 

to market dernand. Examples include scheduling objectives and the production workload. 

Other considerations may be generated within the shop Eioor as the production is in 

progress. These include resource-based constraints such as the workload distribution 

among resources and the dynamic status of the work in progress. 



With a wi& variety of product designs and highiy volatile customer &cnand for better 

designeci products, scheduiing methods must be both predictive as weii as  reactive to 

dynamic production &mands. Sim et al. (1994) explore the use of neural networks to 

Iearn and store the relative factors that influence the various considerations for dynamic 

job shop scheduling. Scheduüng rules for manufacturing systems have been reviewed 

briefly by Montazeri and Van Wassenhove (1990). They also a n a l y d  the performance of 

several dispatching des  by using a modular simulator to mimic the operation of a ml-Me 

FMS- 

King et al. (1993) developed a branch and bound approach which is coupled with quick, 

effective bounds to optimize the movements of a robot that serves the material handling 

requirements within a manufacniring celL They addresseci a specinc scenario encounterwl 

in the development of a fiirniture manufactu~g celL Their ceil mode1 containeci two 

processing machines, one materiai handling robot, and an input and an output queue for 

the ceU. Each machine h a  an input queue of its own and the machines art: loaded 

automatically on a ficst corne. first seseed basis. Queues were assumed to have infinite 

capacities. The entire system was focmulateci as a mixed integer Lin= Programming 

(LP) problem. The aigorithm developed detennïned the sequence of jobs in the input 

queue and the sequence of robot moves to minimize the make span of the job set 

Kise et al. (199 1) considered flows hop scheduling problems related to au tomated 

manufacturing systems in which n jobs are pmcessed sequentially on two machines. Ma 

and Mb The job is transpocted between an inpurloutput station and a machine or benueen 

two machines by a single autornated guided vehicle (AGV) or a fixed robot with a 

swiveling ami. This servicing is crucial because no machine has a b e e r  storage for work- 

in-process. Hence, a machine cannot release a finished job und the empty AGV h o m e s  

available at that machine. Moreover, the AGV cannot tramfer an unfinished job to a 



machine untü that machine is empty. ?bey formulateci the dynamics of the system and 

gave an O(& time algorithm based on the well known Gilmore-Gomory (1964) aigorithm 

for onding an optimal sequence that minimiæs the maximum completion time (Le- the 

rnakespan) of n jobs. Tbey also showed the solution for a case in wbich the input and 

output stations are Located separately on both sides of a pair of machines and an AGV 

moves linearly between them. The solution was applied to a mail scale manuf'turing 

c d  having simple material handling &vices. 

Yih, Liang and Moskowitz (1993) proposed a hybrid method that combines human 

intelligence, an optimization technique (the semi-Markov Decision model) and an artificial 

neural network (ANN) to solve ceal-tirne scheduiing problems for maximizing the 

throughput of "gooci" parts in the system. Their proposed method has three phases: data 

collection. optimization and generaiization. The test bed was a robot scheduling problrrn 

in a circuit board production h e  where one overhead robot is used to transport jobs 

through a line of five sequential chernical process tanks with no in-process storagr: bufliers. 

Because chemicai processes are involved in this production system. any mistiming or 

misplacement will result in a defective job. Semi-Markov decision models were used to 

optimize the throughput based on training cases collecteci fmm the simulation The ANN 

was then appiied to constmct a scheduhg model that covers the eotire state space for r a i  

time scheduling. 

Y i  and Thesen (1991) also presented a class of real-the schedulùig problems that cm ht: 

formulated as semi-Markov decision problems. They presented a non-intrusive 

"knowledge acquisition" method which identifies the States and transition pro babilities that 

an expert would use to solve these problems. This information was used in the semi- 

Markov optimization problem. A circuit board production h e  was employed to 

demonstrate the feasibility of this model, the objective of which is to develop a sequence 



of moves bat maximues throughput. Tbey consïdered a production process that cequices 

a sequential process through two dinerent workstations and an iafinitely fast, fork lift 

truck to move pans between stations. There is no buffet space between two wodcstatiow. 

Parts are always available for loading at the first station and it is always possible to unload 

parts from the second station. 

Gupta and Tunc (199 1) developed appcoximate algorithms to h d  the minimum maicespan 

in a two-stage, hybrid flowshop in which the second stage consists of multiple identical 

machines. This paper considers n-jobs to be pmcessed in M stages, with only one 

machine at stage I and m identical machines at stage 2. In view of the NP-cornpleteness of 

the problem (laai), two polynomiaily bounded. heuristic algorithms are proposed to 

h d  an acceptable (Le. optimal or approximately optimal) solution to the problem of 

minimizing the thne in which ai l  jobs complete their processing through both stages. An 

irnproved branch and bound aigorithm is also described in which the heuristic algorithms 

are augmented with an existing branch and bound algorithm. The effectiveness of the 

algorithms in hding the minimum makespan schedules is evaluared empiricaily and found 

to increase with more jobs. 

Sawik (1995) proposed a heuristic algorithm for scheduling a flexible flowline having no 

intermediate buffers. The algorith is a part-by-part heuristic in which a cornplete 

processing schedule is determined during every iteration for one part type selected for 

loading into the line. The seiection of the part type and its complete schedule is based on 

the cumulative partial schedule obtained for all parts selected previously. The decisions in 

every iteration are made by using a local optimization procedure aimed at minimizing the 

total blocking and waiting t h e  of the machines dong the route of the selected part type. 

The algorithm. called RITM-NS (Route Idle Tie  MUiimization-No Store) is a specid 

variant, RITM heuristic designed for scheàuhg flexible flow lines having a limited nurnber 



of intermediate buffers (Sawik, 1993). The flexible flow iine studied had more than iwo 

pwessing stages in series, where each series had mom than one identical p d e l  machine 

with no intemediate buffers. The system produced N dinerent part types. The single 

p a s ,  RITM-NS heuristic for scheduling the flexible flow Iine with no in-process buffer 

achieved good solutions in a very short CPU run the. An IBM PWAT was used and the 

computation time was not greater than one second for the medium àzeà problems that can 

be encountered in an industrial practice. 

According to Sethi et al. (1992) only a few studies have been reported on the schixluling 

of parts and robot moves in a mbotic cell. Baumann et al. (1981) derived models to 

d e t e d e  robot and machine utilkations for an application in which the machines were 

serviceci by a robor Bedini et al. (1979) considered an industrial robot quipped with two 

independent amis and developed heuristic procedures for optimizing the work cycle. 

Kondoleon (1979) analyzed the effects of various robot assembly and system 

configurations on the cycle time. He used cornputer modeling to simulate robot motions 

involving different cycles and the times they take. Maimon and Nof (1985) dealt with 

control problems in an assembly application in robotic cells having multiple robots. N d  

and Hama (1989) studied the problem of cooperation among robots in a multi-robot 

system and developed mesures of cooperation levels. Drezner and Nof (1985) 

formulateci and developed several approaches for sequencing bin picking and insertion 

operations in an assembly c d .  Seidmm et al. (1985) presented a predictive mode1 tto 

describe the production capacity of multi-product robotic œlls with s tochastic ac tivity 

times and random feedback flows. Seidmann and Nof (1989) presented operational 

analysis rnodels of robotic assembly cells in which assembled items may have to tx: 

reworked one or more times in the ceL Devedzic (1990) proposed a knowledge-based 

approach for the strategic control of robots in flexible manufacturing ceus. Wilheim and 

Sarh (1985) considered problems of scheduling parts in a robotic cell for the foilowing 



machine co&&urations: paralle1 identical machines. paraUe1 non-identical machines. and 

flow line manufaciuring. 'Ibey provided a mathematical programmiDg formulation for the 

flow Line case. However. their studies did not develop my scheduling policy. Sacin 

(1987) studied the scheduling problems in a robotic cell for a particular applicatior 

Rajendran (1994) developed a heuristic algorithm for scheduiing in a flowshop and a tlow 

line-based, manufacturing ceii with the two criteria of mUiimiPng the makespan and totai 

flow t h e .  

The approach most similar to the work presented in this thesis is that of Sethi et al. (1992) 

and Hall et al. (1995). Sethi et al. (1992) employed a sute space approach to address the 

problem of sequencing parts and robot moves in a robotic ceil where the robot is useci to 

feed machines in the celL The robotic ceIl is a flow-üne manufacturing system which 

produced a set of parts that may be either identical or ciiffixent The objective was to 

maxhize the long-nui. average throughput of the system subject to the constraint that the 

parts to be produced are in proportion to their demand. Cycle time formulac: were 

developed and analyzed for cells with two and three machines produchg a single part 

type. Both necessary and suffîcient conditions were obtained for various cycles to hc: 

optimal. They also considered the case of many part types, and fomulated the prohlem of 

scheduling these parts for a specific sequence of robot moves in a two machine ceil as ü 

solvable case of the traveling salman problem. Hali et al. (1995) considered the 

scheduling of operations in a manufacturing ceil that reptitively produce a family of 

similar parts on two or three machines served by a robot They provided a classification 

scheme for scheduling problems in robotic celis. They considered the robot move cycle 

and the part sequence that jointly minimize the production cycle time or. equivdently, 

maximize the throughput rate. They provided an efficient algorithm for a multiple part 

type problem in a two machine ceU This algorithm simultaneously optimizes the robot 

move and part sequencing. It was tested computationaily. For a three machine cell with 



general data and identicai parts, they addresseci an important conjecture about the 

optimality of repeating one unit cycles. They showed that such a procedure dominates 

more complicaied cycles producing two units. For a three machine ceil producing multiple 

part-types, they pmved that four out of the six potentiaiiy optimal robot move cycles for 

producing one unit ailowed efficient identification of the optimal part sequence. Srveral 

efficiently solvable and practical cases were identified, because the general problern of 

minimigng the cycle tirne is intractable. Finally bey discussed the ways in which a robotic 

cell converges to a steady state. 

Haii et al. (1995) did not consider the case in which there could be more than one parailel 

line of machines. In this study we consider a ce11 structure consisting of 2 lines of 

machines with two machines each, arranged in a flow line. The parts produced in such a 

flow line could be different or the same for each line. Moreover. the processing times on 

each machine could be different because the machines could be of a different makc Thert: 

are input and output buffers, each bufEer h d g  an innnite capacity, but there are no in- 

process buffers. The objective is to shidy a ceil consisting of two iines ha- two 

machines each. In any cycle for such a QU, at l es t  six tasks have to be undertaken which 

would result in 120 or, in the general case of n tasks, (n-l)! cornbinations. Each 

combination gives a unique cycle. Another objective of this work is to determine the 

sequence of robot tasks that outperfonns the other sequences in ternis of cycle M i e  as  

weli as to develop an intuitive idea to see if there are any specinc patterns exhibited by the 

cycles which can aid us in selecting the heuristic scheduling suategy for on-line scheduling 

involving short machining and robot travel times. A more general case is considered. in 

the on-line simulation algorithm, in which the number of hes can be greater than two. 

However, if this number is very large, the robot's travel time does not remain the most 

important parameter in the calculation of the cycle time. The objective here is to set rules 

and develop a simulation code for the selected scheduling strategies which are used on-line 



with the cell located iu the Cornputer Integrated Manufacairing and Automation 

Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. Another purpose is to ensure chat the on-line 

aigorithm works in ceal-tirne and bat the conditions of each machine are monitored. The 

overail goal is to identify a few robust cycles which can be used most of the time for the 

data selected in this research. 



CHAPTER 3. THE ROBOTIC CELL 

The analysis of robot loading becornes complicated when a single robot has the task of 

servicing several machines in an organired sepuence. The ievel of complexity is show in 

the next section. if the automation engiaeer has timed and planned the operation carefidly, 

the robot can be programmed to anticipate the cycle completions at an appropriate station 

and move to this station ni advance in order to reduce the idle tirne. In this chapter we 

study a ceil cons is~g  of 2 Iiaes, each having 2 machines, and one robot for matenal 

handling. Cycle nime fomulae are developed and and@ for producing one part of each 

type. The cycle times for 50 random data sets are computed and, h m  the cycle that gives 

the lowest cycle the, d e s  are evolved on which an on-line algorithm c m  be based. 

3.1 PROBLEM BACKGROUND 

The manufacturing work ceil has two lines, each having one machine and one processor 

(labeled M l ,  M2 at stage one and Pl, P2 at stage two). There is one central material 

handling robot (labeled R), as shown in Figure 3.1. The workstations at stage 1 are called, 

for convenience, machines a d  those at stage 2 are d e d  procesors. One input b a e r  (I) 

supplies the raw material (or in-pmcess wockpieces) to both Lines and one output b a e r  

(O) receives the processed workpieces h m  the iines. Both these buffers have an innnite 

capacity 

The system can be descnbed as follows. 

There is one machine, Mi, and one processor, Pi, in each line i, and each machine and 

processor has 

no in-prwess storage buffer, 

the ability to hande one job, and 



Figure 3.1. Robotic ceii with two machines 

There is a central material handling robot that cm handle, at any instant, oniy one part. 

The travel time between the input bu0ler. 1, and any machine, Mi; between machines and 

processors, and between any processor Pi and the output buffer O is a constant 6. The 

travel t h e  between any machine or processor and the robot's home position as weU as 

between different points within the system is assumed to be the same and fixed throughout 

the schedule, for simpücity. However, it can be changed straighdorwardly in the 

algorithm. if necessaiy. 

The robot h a  a total of three tasks on each line, i They are, to : 

- load a part on machine Mi from the input buffer, 

- unload a part €rom machine Mi and load it on processor Pi, and 

- unload a part from processor Pi to the output buffer. 



Each line produces one part type in each cycle. The flow of a part is sequential. ihat is. 

parts from Mi can go only to Pi. So the path of the part in Iine i is 1 - Mi - Pi - O, where i 

= l ,2 ,3  ....n, and n is the nwnber of Lines., 

The objective is to minirnize the cycle time. 

A summary of the assumptions is giwn below. 

1. Tbece are no buffers available for the work-in progress- 

2. The machines and processors can each process oniy one job at a tirne. 

3. No more than two parts of the same type can be in the system at a given instant 

4. The robot cannot simuitaneousIy serve two workstations. 

5. A part c m  go from a machine solely to the corresponding processor, i. e. a part 

from machine M l  cm oaly go to processor Pl, a part from machine M2 c m  only 

go to processor PZ, etc. 

6. The operation time at each machine and processor is detenninistic and tixed. 

7. The= canot  be more than 2n parts in the system at any instant as there are no 

buffers and there are two machines in each Line havhg a capacity of one part rach. 

3.2 CALCULATION OF CYCLE TIME: 

The objective is to determine the sequence of robot tasks which gives the minimum cycle 

time and to determine if there is a sequence better than other sequences in ternis of cych 

the.  Hence, the cycle titnes corresponding to each sequence have to be fomulated and 

de tennined. 

There are six robot tasks that have to be sequenced in one cycle. They are: 

( i ) toad a part on machine Ml from the input buffer, 

( ii ) load a part on machine M2 ftom the input buffer, 

( üi ) unload a part from machine Ml and load it on pmessor Pl,  

( iv ) unload a part from machipie M2 and load it on processor PZ, 

( v ) unload a part from processor P l  to the output buffer, and 



( vi  ) unload a part fmm processor PZ to the output buffer. 

These tasks are the basic activities of the robot. Note that ia a one part cycle, every basic 

activity must be c h e d  out exactly once. 

If t is the number of tasks to be scbeduled in a cycle. the number of cycles possible for 

ciBerat corn bhations of ta& sequenoes is (t- l) !, which is 120 when t = 6. Sequences are 

classified according to the condition of the machines at the stan of the cycle. The possible 

conditions are: 

1. - a l l  the machines are empty, 

2. - any one machine is loaded while the remaining three machines are empty, 

3. - any two machines are loaded whiie the other two are empiy, 

4. - any three machines are loaded and one machine is empty, and 

5. - ali four machines are loaded and waiting to be serviceci. 

In the 2nd. 3rd and 4th condition, there are different conditions again depending on which 

machine(s) are loaded at the start of the cycle. 

The cycle time is the duration taken by the robot to load and unload the machines and the 

tirne it might have to wait at any machine while that machine is busy. The initial cycles at 

the start of the schedule may not have the same sequence of robot tasks. The cycle t h e  is 

calculateci only after the cycle has stabïlïd and reached a state when the sequence of 

tasks in any cycle is constant The following parameters influence the cycle time (CT): 

S = robot's travel time (between the input buffer and machines, between machines and 

procesors, between processors and the output buffer). This time also includes the 

gripper tirne when the part is picked up or released at various stations. 

m 1 = machining time at Machine Ml at stage 1 and w 1 = wait time at Ml,  

m2 = machining thne at Machine M2 at stage 1 and w2 = wait tirne at M2, 

m3 = machining time at Processor P l  at stage 2 and w3 = wait t h e  at Pl, 

m4 = machining time at Processor P2 at stage 2 and w4 = wait time at P2, and 



m = iteration number when the cycle bas s t a b W  into a constant, regular pattern. At 

this point, the wait the at any machine or processor is equal to the correspondhg wait 

t h e  at the same machine or processor in the previous cycle and in the subsequent cycle. 

The totai processing time for a part prduced in liae 1 is ml + m.3 and the total processing 

time for a part produce. in Iùie 2 U m2 + m4. Moreover the cycle tune can be expressed 

as: 

C T = R 6 + w l + w 2 + w 3 + w 4 ,  (3-1  

where R (equals 12, when n = 2) is the number of robot moves. 

The minimum possible cycle time is R 6 which occurs if the robot does not need to wait at 

any machine or processor. This is likely to happen when the travel iime of the robot is 

sîgnXcantly higher than the machining thes at the difTerent workstations. The waituig 

h e  at any machine or processor may depend on the waiting time at other machines or 

processors that the robot visits pnor to the wait. Hence, in some cycles, the waiting time 

calculation is iterative and, when the cycle stabilizes, the wait times componding to the 

same machines in two consecutive cycles are equal 

In the foliowing sections, cycles that the mbot tasks can be sequenced in. startïng with di 

machines unloaded or empty, are considered. Several cycles for the condition that a bw 

machines are loaded are ako considered. The cycle time fonnulae are fonnulated and the 

cycle time for random data sets are computed to cietennine which cycle would give the 

lowest cycle tirne. The objective is to detemine if a few cycles generally tend to 

outperform for the selected data set. 

3.2.1 Cycles with ail machines empty nt the s t u t  of a cycle 

Cycles with ail machines initially empty is the simplest condition to start a cycle. The 

waiting time at any machine is independent of the waiting time of any machine in the 

previous cycle. Thus, the computation of cycles times becornes easy. Also, in the case of 



a breakdowu, a l l  the parts remahhg on the mi~hines can be compieted on some other 

machine or they can be scrapped, if the scrap value is low, so bat the ceil can be brought 

back to the condition of a i i  machines being empty and ready to be loaded. 

When a i i  the machiaes auci processois are empty, the cycle can start with the Loading of 

either machine Ml or machirie M2. Regacdless, the cycle has to start at the input bu€Eer, 1. 

Considered here are the 10 cycles starthg with loading machine M 1. The other 10 cycles 

starting with loading machine M2 are mirror images of these 10 cycles. 

The diuerent sequences and coaesponding cycle t h e  formulations are given more 

conveniently in Appendix 1 A 

3.2.2 Cycles with dl machines l d e d  at the start  of a cycle 

In this section we discuss the possible sequences if aü the machines and processors are 

aiready loaded at the start of a cycle. The initial cycle cm be manipulated to reach this 

stage. For this condition. machine Ml and machine M2 (after loading these machines) are 

the only two nodes where the cycle can start because. in order to reach the condition of dl 

machines having parts at the start of a cycle, loading of these machines wouid be the last 

task in any cycle. The cycle c m o t  start at any of the processors at the second stage 

because, when the robot is at the second stage, it has just completed the task of unloading 

one of the machines at the 6rst stage. Therefore, the cycle must start at either of the 

machines at stage one. The next task in the sequence would be unloading processors nt 

stage 2 because, unless the processors are unloaded, the parts on the machines at stage 1 

cannot be unloaded. We consider that the last task in the cycle is either the loading of 

machine M l  or the loading of machine M2. 

ne different possible sequences and their cycle the fomulatio11~ are presented in 

Appendix 1 B. 



33.3 Cycies 4 t h  solm mrbiag  loaded at the start of a cycie 

In this section we discuss the possible sequences if some of the machines and processors 

are already loaded at the start of a cycle. Tbe initiai cycle cm be manipulated to reach ihis 

stage. There can exist three conditions foc this situation. They correspond. when n=2. to: 

any one machine/processor is loaded and the other machines/processors are free. 

any two m~hineslpmessors are loaded and the other machineslprocessors are f'e, 

and 

any three machines/pmcessor are loaded and the remaining mac~es/processors are 

free, 

The number of cycles possible for each of the above conditions is large because there are 

different sub-conditions for each conditio~ 

For ihe condition that any one machine is loaded. we can have conditions such as: 

a) - machine 1 (Ml) is loaded and the other machine and processors are free, 

b) - machine 2 (M2) is loaded and the other machine and processors are free, 

C) - processor 1 (Pl) is loaded and the other processor and machines are free, and 

d) - processor 2 (P2) is loaded and the other processor and machines are free. 

For the condition that any two machines are loackd, we cm have 

e)  - machine 1 (Ml) and machine 2 (M2) are loaded, 

f )  - machine 1 (Ml) and processor 1 (Pl) are ioaded, 

g) - machine 1 (Ml) and processor 2 (P2) are loaded, 

h) - machine 2 (M2) and processor 1 (Pl) are loaded, 

i) - machine 2 (M2) and processor 2 (P2) are loaded, and 

j) - processor 1 (Pl) and processor 2 (P2) are loaded 



For the condition that any three machines are loded, we can have 

k) - machine 1 (Ml). machine 2 (MZ) and procesor 1 (Pl) are loaded, 

1) - machine 1 (Ml). machine 2 (Mî) and prooessor 2 (P2) are loaded. 

m) - machine 1 (Ml). processot 1 eI) and processor 2 (PZ) are loaded, and 

n) - machine 2 (MZ). processor 1 (PI) and prooessor 2 (P2) are loaded. 

We consider sukonditions b. c. d f, g. j. 1, and a h m  the above. Not all cycles are 

considered here because the objective is to study a selected few for each condition and see 

if certain cycles tend to outperfom the others. The cycles were randomly picked. Hence, 

each of the main conditions (one, two or tbree loaded machines) is considered- The 

different sequences and their cycle the formulations are given in Appendix I C. 

3.3. COlMPUTATIONAL EXPERTENCE 

To determine which case provides the minimum cycle time, the cycle time was computed 

for nfty randomly generated data sets for each cycle. The machinhg times for the 

machines were generated from a Mentioc Calculator by ushg the "mdom number 

generator". The values considered were betmen 10 and 100 s to ensure an assembly line 

in which the operation the is low. Th- values are representative of typical processing 

times in packaging, machine tending. assembly and similar manufachiring tasks. The 

travel time. 6, between stations was kept constant throughout the cycle. However, the 

analysis was done for three values of 6, riamely 5 s, 12 S. and 20 s to study the effect of 

the robot's travel tirne and its influence on the cycle tirne. The values chosen are 

representative of the actual t h e  the ASEA robot takes to travel between machines, as 

detennined fmm the existing machine ceU  in the Cornputer Integrated Manufachiring and 

Automation (CIMA) Laboratory. University of Manitoba 'Ihe cycle times for each data 

set were computed for the chosen travel tirne (6). The resulting cycle times for these data 

sets are presented in Appendix 2. 



3.4 DISCUSSION 

When the robot's mvel the is 5 s, 12 s and 20 S. it c m  be seen fiam the computed results 

shown in Appendix 2 that, for the condition of section 3.2.1 (i-e. all machines empty at the 

start of a cycle), sequence 1A.l gives the lowest cych time in 63% of the cases. For the 

condition of section 3.2.2 (i-e. ail machines loaded at the start of a cycle), sequence L.B.4 

(and 1.B.10 because both have the same sequence of robot tasks) gives the lowest cycle 

time for al1 the data sets consided. The same sequence also gives the Lowest cycle time 

compared to those starting with either ai l  machines empty or a few machines loaded at the 

start of the cycle. This cycle siarts with di the machines loaded. In this particular 

sequence, the robot ks t  serves one line and then moves to serve the other lhe. Also. 

once a machine is unloaded, it is loaded hediately with the next part More the robot 

moves to the next line. Celis having more than 2 lines were not investigated in this study. 

It can be seen €rom the computed cyde times that, when the robot's travel time is 

considerably lower than the machining times, the condition that dl machines start 

in a loaded state at the start O€ a cycie invarinMy gives the lowest cycle times. Then 

the robot services another machine and does not wait at a particular machine to unload it, 

after loading it. As the robot's have1 4me i-es, the cycles involving fewer robot 

moves and waiting at particular machines (for the entire time that the machine is 

operating) give a lower cyck tirne. To dernonstrate this assertion. high travel times of 

30 s, 40 S. and 50 s were used to compute the cycle tirne. The foliowing tabulated data 

are examples of the same. The values s h o w  in "Md" mpresent cycle times that are 

lower than the minimum cycle time obtained by using cycles starting with few or ail 

machines loaded at the start of the cycle. (See sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.) 



For 6 = 30 S. ml = 29 S. m2 = 24 s, m3= 30 s, m4 = 67 s the cycle time given by cycles 

siarting with a few or aü machiaes loaded (sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) is 360 S. whereas that 

given by the cycles s t d g  with all machines empty (section 3.2.1) is: 

For 6 = 40 S. m l  = 27 s, m2 = 45 S. m3= 77 S. m4 = 55 S. the cycle t h e  given by cycles 

starting with a few or aü machines loaded (sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) is 480 s, whereas thot 

given by the cycles s-g with dl machines empty (section 3.2.1) is: 

cycle number 

cycle time 

For 6 = 50 S. ml  = 79 S. m2 = 20 s, m3 = 19 S. m4 = 20 s, the cycle time given by cycles 

in condition 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 is 600 S. whereas that given by the cycles in condition 3.2.1 is: 
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3.5 SUMMARY 

From the computations, when the robot's travel time is low, say 5 S. the condition that di 

machines are loaded at the SM of a cycle results in a minimum cycle the  (malcespan). 

As the robot's travel time increases, say to 12 S. all the cycles starthg with a few machines 
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loaded (see section 3.2.3) give an equally low cycle thne of 144 S. Wùen the robot travel 

iime is greater than M S. the cycles startbg with al l  machiries free give the lowest cycle 

time because, at that point, machining times are Spificaatly lower than the robot's travel 

tirne and the cycle times are strongly inf'iuenced by the robot travel the. 

From the sequence of mbot tasks (cycle LB.4. ail  machines loaded at the start of the 

cycle), which invariably gïves the lowest cycle times for all the data sets considered (when 

robot's travel time is less than 20 s), we also get an idea of which niles would apply to 

ceus having more iines. The followhg two niles would seem reasonable. 

Once a machine is unloaded, it is loaded immediately with the next job More the 

robot moves to the next line 

The robot first cornpletely serves one line and then serves the other iine. 

These d e s  can be used for an on-he simulation of product flow thmugh a celi. 

However, the scheduling analysis presented in this chapter will not be suitable for 

situations where machines are expected to breakdown and the schedule m u t  k 

continuously updated in a dynamic environment (in which the state of machines and the 

parts change). An on-line scheduling approach is proposed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 ON-LINE SCFIEDULING ALGORITHM 

In an on-line scheduling approach, the scheduling decision is made when the state of the 

system changes. such as a job completion. amival of parts, etc. On-Line scheduling is a 

short-term, decision making process wbich generates and updates a schedule based on the 

real-time conditions. This c m  be referred to as dynamic scheduiing because it emphasizes 

the dynarnic nature of the &the scheduling problem. In this chapter, a dynamic 

scheduiing method is presented. Essentiaily a knowledge based approach for celi levd 

scheduling, the method is adaptive to changes and can take into account such information 

as unexpected breakdowns. InitiaUy, however, the decision m a b g  for choosing the 

strategy to be used is static. The ceii under consideration can have more than 2 lines of 

machines at two stages. The workpiece flow and relevant data are identical to those used 

in Chap ter 3. The cycles cowidered in Chapter 3 produce one part of each type, whilr: in 

the on-line scheduling approach more than 2 parts per cycle may be produced. In this 

chapter we develop a simulation code to consider four scheduling strategies and select the 

best for implementation in the ceil for a given data set. 

4.1 PROBLEM BACKGROUND 

The manufacturing cell is similar to the ce11 shown in Figure 3.1. The cell consists of : 

- two machines Ml and M2 at stage 1, 

- two processors P l  and P2 at stage 2, 

- and one robot R bat  s e ~ c e s  the machines and the processors. as weil as the 

- input and output buffers. 

The objective is to m b h k  the robot's idle t h e  so as to minimize the cycle time and 

implement the scheduhg algorithm on a mode1 ceU. 



4.2 METHQDOLOGY 

In the fiterature pertaining to sequencing/scheduüng. tenns such as scheduling d e ,  

dispatching d e ,  priority rule or heuristic are often used synonymously. Gere (1966). 

however, attempred to distinguish between priority des. heuristics. and scheduling des .  

He considers priority des as simply a technique by wtiich a number (or value) is assigned 

to each waiting job according to some method and the job with the muiimum "value" is 

selected. He consiàers priority rules as simply a technique by which a nwnber (or value) is 

assigned to each waiting job according to some method and the job haviag the minimum 

"value" is selected. Gere &fines a heuristic to be simply a "nile-ofithumbl', whereas a 

scheduling d e  c m  consist of a combination of one or more pciority des  and heuristics. 

Panwaikar et al. (1977) present a summary of over 100 scheduling des. Given only the 

machinhg thes and the robot's travel the, oniy the Shortest Rocessing Time and 

Largest Processing T ï e  niles are used here for decision-making. 

Active schedule genention in a dynamic job shop system involves a quick solution of not 

only sequencing but also the decision of routing at any particular cime. These decisions are 

based on d e s  and pnorities. 'Lbe on-line simulation algorithm presented in in thesis is 

also based on a set of d e s  that are e x p l a i d  next. 

4.2.1 RULES FOR THE FLOW OF PARTS 

When the robot completes a task. it bas to make a decision as to which job it should 

perfomi next. This decision making is bas4 on some d e s  and pnorities. The rules on 

which the decision-making was based for this research are explaineci in this section. 

There are three diffe~nt robot tasks that have to be perfonned on one b e  of machines. 

They are 

- loading a part on a machine, 



-unloading the machine and loaduig the part on the corresponding piocessor, and 

-unloading the part €mm the processor. 

In the cell considered, there are two machines. The robot has to decide on which it should 

load ~YSL Rule I wiU decide wbich machine should be loaded Est, 

RULE 1 

InitSally ail machines are loaded The loadhg of modiincs is undertaken according 

to the priority assignecl. Because the ody idocmation available is the maehining 

times and the robot's tnvel tim, prioriks are Pssigned naording to the machining 

times. Similady, the londing of proassors is prioritized according to their 

processing times. 

For example. higher pnority can be given to: 

in machines : 

0 lower machining tirne or 

0 higher machinîng tirne 

and in processors : 

lower pmessing the  or 

higher processing the. 

or any combination of the above is possible. 

RULE 2 

Unloading a processor is given the lowest priority m n g  the robot jobs. The 

highest priority is given to unloaàing a part lton a machine and loading it on a 

prQCeSSOrZ Parts h m  machines cannot be unloaded and rdoadeâ on processors 

pnless the c o f c e s ~ o n d i ~  D- have been unloaQed and are because the 

system does not have intermediate Mers  for w o L  in progress. 



For example. a part h m  Ml cannot be udoaded unies P l  has been unloaded and is free. 

Unloading a machine and loading the part on a processor are sequenoal Drocesses. i-r. 

once the robot doads a machine it can s e ~ œ  another machine ody &ter the part is 

Ioaded on the corresponding professor. For example. at a ceriain time the robot unloads a 

part from Ml but machine M2 also needs unioading. then the robot wül first load the pan 

from M l  to processor P l  before servicing M2. 

Let us consider a case where the robot bas unloaded a processor and the corresponding 

machine has finished its job. In the meanthe, another machine also W h e s  its job and its 

corresponding pmessor has Whed a job but is not unloaded. As loading the processors 

is aven higher pnority. the robot will h t  load the processor that has the higher prionty. 

As an example, let us assume that Ml has nnished machining. The robot unloads P 1 so 

that the part from Ml can be loaded on Pl.  Whïie the robot is unloaduig P l  supposa 

machine M2 tinishes its job. P2 has also finished its job but it has not k e n  unioaded yet 

In this case. loading P2 has a higher priority over loading Pl. Hence, the robot after 

d o a d h g  P l  will unload P2. unload M2 and reload the part on P2 and then proceed to 

reload the part €rom Ml to Pl .  

RULE 3 

The reloading of machines can be done in the following ways: 

a) Reloading a machine as soon as a part ftom that machine ha9 been loaded on a 

procesor is given highest priority in sequendng the robot jobs. 

For example. after a part €rom M2 is loaded on P2 the robot immediately loads M2 

before proceeding with other jobs. 

b) Unloading a part h m  a nuchim md loading it on the corresponding processor 

is given higher priority over mloading a machine that has just been doaded. 

For example, a part fiom machine Ml is reloaded on processor Pl .  Machine Ml  is 



now free. In the meancime M2 has finished machinhg a part and PZ is free. In this 

case the robot wili first reload the pan €mm M2 to P2 and then load M l  and M2 

according to the pnority assigned for loading the machines. 

RLJLE 4 

There are the foIlowing four pamibiütks for the loading of machines and proce~~~rs, 

based on their xnacbining/ptOCQSSing (imes: 

Higher pnority cm be given to 

1. a Iower rnachining time and higher processing the. or 

2. a Lower machining the and lower processing tirne. or 

3. a higher machinhg time and lower processing tirne. or 

4. a higher machining tirne and higher ptocessing the. 

Therefore. we can have a combination of strategies for loading machines and processors 

as  weli as reloading machines. 

Le., we have eight different strategies: l(a), l(b). 2(a), 2(b). 3(a), 3(b), 4(a). 4(b). 

It was found through simulation that loading by strategy (a) leaves a machine-processor 

pair that has the Longest processing times unserviceci after some time. This happens 

because the machines that have short processing times get priority each time a decision has 

to be made and the robot continues to s e ~ œ  them. So. while developing the software, 

oniy strategies lb, 2b, 3b and 4b were considered. 

4.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-LINE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM : 

Software incorporating the four strategies was coded in the C prograrnming language to 

obtain a schedule of robot tasks given a set of inputs. The real-the scheduiing system, 

shown in Figure 4.1. consists of a controiier (cornputer with scheduling software). 

inpufloutput interface and the machining ceU. The inputs to the software were: 

- the number of machine-pmessor pairs, 



- machining and pmessing times, 

- the time fram which the scbedule must be geoerated. 

- the time at which the scbedule generation ends, and 

- the robot's travel the. 

input robot 
O T U t  bu er 

Figure 4.1 The on-liae sequencing controiler for dynamic scheduling. 

Initially. the strategy that gives the minimum cycle t h e  is detennined, conside~g that 

there wi. be no machine breakdom. As the cycle time depends upon the robot's tnvel 

t h e  and the wait time at the machines (which is the robot's i d e  time), the software 

calculates the idle tirne by using all four stratepies and £in& the one that piva the 

minimum idle thne of the robot The time taken by the software to generate the schedulr: 

is direcdy proportional to the total the for which the schedule is generated and the 

number of l i n s  of machines and procesors. For several 3 machine and 3 processor cells, 

the àme taken for generating a schedule for an 8 hour non-stop shift, was found to be 17- 

20 seconds on a 486 DX PC. It took 21 s for a 5 x 5 machine ceil. 

Once the best strategy is decided, the eeal-time scheduling can start based on this strategy 

and the robot is commanded to do the tasks simultaneously. An experimental system was 



set up in the Cornputer Integrated Manufimurhg and Automation (CIMA) taboratory at 

the University of Manitoba The software was i n t e r f '  with the machines and the robot 

through an inpurloutput interface c d .  The condition of eacb machine and the processor 

of the ce11 was monitored continuously, by the software ushg sensos. Scheduhg 

decisions were made based on the conditions of each c o m p e n t  of the cell at a given 

instant and the scheduüog set &pendhg upon the strategy used That is, every t h e  the 

robot had to make a decision about the task to be done next, it would take the decision 

considering the feedback sent by each sensor anci priorities assigned to the tasks and the 

machines and processors. 

To know whether the machine or processor is ready for service, a corresponàing input on 

the U 0  interface card, which monitors the status of that machine, is checked. When thece 

is a part on the machine the correspondhg sensor sets the bit to 1, otherwise it is set to O. 

For example, when machine Ml is ready to be Loade-d, the controllet checks if the bit 

corresponding to M l  is set to 1 and then se& the bit on the output card to call the 

appropriate robot task in order to load machine Ml. 

The outputs from the software are : 

- idle times by using aU 4 strategies, 

- optimal strategy that gives the minimum idle tirne, 

- a schedule generated by using the optimal strategy and 

- the nwnber of parts of each type produced at the end of the schedule. 

If a machine breaks down, the machine sen& a signal to the microcornputer. The 

software then eliminates that machine h m  the cell matrix and reschedules the robot's 

tasks for the new (n-l)*(a-1) cell according to the optimal strategy for this new cell. The 

computational t h e  to determine the best strategy for the modifieci ceU wili depend on the 

number of machines in the ce& When the machine re-enters the cell afier the problem has 



been rectified. the software rescheduies the tasks for the onpinai n*n rnatrk wich the 

correspondhg priorities. The scheduling strategy at this the might be dinerent because 

the conditions of the cells have changed from the initîai situation. When the tasks are 

done, the software outputs the robot's idle the and the number of parts of each type 

produced. 

The general stmcture of each strategy and the software programmed in the C language art: 

given in Appendix 4. 

4.4 COMPOTATIONAL EXPERTENCE 

To determine which schedule provides the minimum cycle time. the cycle time was 

computed for fXty data sets that were previously considered for the static scheduling. The 

travel time, 6, between stations was kept constant throughout the cycle. However, the 

analysis was done for three values of 6, namely 5 s, 12 S. and 20 s, for the reasons stated 

in section 3.3. In order to compare the results h m  the on-line algorithm to those 

presented in Chapter 3. the same data set was used. The cycle h e s  for each data set 

were computed for the chosen travel time (6) and the results are presented in Appendix 3. 

The cycle thes  computed in Chapter 3 are for a cycle that produces only two parts (one 

of each type) in each cycle. For the on-line scheduling implementation, it was obmrved 

thaf in some cases, the number of parts produced per cycle was more than 2. 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

When the machining and processing time is low and the robot's travel thne is high, we find 

that the cycle tirne is low but the idle t h e  of the machines and processors is high. High 

machining/processing tirne and low robot travel time results in a higher cycle time and 

lower mac hindprocessor i d e  t h e .  Reducing the machining/processing tirne and robot 

travel time by a factor of x lowers the robot's idle t h e  by a factor of approximately x. 



Other than this observation. no relation couid be found between the machining tùnes and 

the idle t h e  of the robot. 

On computing the cycle thes for an on iine scheduluig implementation, it was observed 

that, in some cases, there are more than one part of each type produceci in each cycle 

(Refer to Appendix 3). This is because the cycle is a combination of two or more of the 

cycles listed in Chapter 3. The cycles overlap and minimize the time taken per pan. The 

ratio of the parts produced may Vary. W e  see h m  Table 3.1 that the Shortest Processing 

T m e  d e  gives a lower average cycle time per part cornpanxi to the Largest Processing 

T i e  d e .  For a larger robot travel time (for example, the 20 s of Table 3.3). we h d  that 

all strategies give the same cycle tirne for the data considered in this thesis. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

Dynamic scheduling gives a lower cycle t h e  when the ratio of parts produced in a cycle is 

not criticai. This is favorable when the same type of parts is produced in different Luies. It 

couid happen when the processing times are different on dinerent machines and the ratio 

of pan types is not important but the total number of parts is. Moreover, the chances that 

the system goes haywire are reduced because the dynamic conditions of the cell are 

monitored continuously and the ceil is kept oprathg at high if not optimal efficiency. 



CHAPTER 5 

5.1 CONTRIBUTZONS 

The problem of scheduling a Fiernile Manufacturing Ce11 was considered with the criteria 

of minimizing the idle the of the robot (material handliag semer) in order to minimize the 

cycle time (rnakespan). This situation arises when the robot attends to a numkr of 

machines and processors and the machiring and processing times are relatively short 

Static scheduling has been developed for a work celi having two machines in two lins anci 

no intermediate buffets for work-in-progress. 

A heuristic based, dynamic o n - h e  methoâology for a robotic work cell has ais0 btxn 

presented. Four scheduiing strategies were considered. A knowledge based, scheduling 

software coded using the C programming language automaticaüy picks the strategy that 

produces the minimum robot idle tirne. This user fkiendly software can be used for any n 

machine x n processor cell that does not have buffets. It cm also be used for genenting 

altemate (efficient) robot sequences when a machine or processot breaks down, provided 

the status of each component of the cell is hown at that instant. The strategy was 

evaluated by interfacing the PC-based software and the robot controller in ordar to 

schedule a product mix in a Cornputer Integrated Manufacturing ceil. 

In static or predetermined scheduling, the sequence of robot tasks is decided before the 

cycle s t m  and the robot foilows that sequence unless the sequence is changed hy the 

operator. If only one part of each type is produced in each cycle, static scheduling seems 

to give lower or equal cycle times when compared with those from dynamic scheduling. 

When the demand is unimportant and the number of parts produced per cycle is not 



resvicted to one of each type, dynamic scbeduling pives an average production t h e  per 

part which is either lower or equal to that geaerated by static scheduüng. Table 5.1 shows 

the minimum cycle thes obtained by using dynamic and static scheddhg as well as cases 

where the nurnber of parts pcoduced is more than two. 

Table 5.1. 

Operating Time 

M l  M2 P l  P2 

The above table shows that when the number of parts produced per cycle is allowed to bc: 

more than two, dynamic scheduling gives a lower cycle time than static scheduling. 

The cycle which gives the lowest cycle time for static scheduling has the following 

conditions at any tune. If the robot is working on one line, the machines on the other 

linds are in a loaded condition The machine that is doaded is loaded immediately 

again. For a lower robot travei the. this cycle gives the lowest of cycle time most of the 

times. 

DyndcScheduüng 

Cyde 

aime 

90 

113 

122 

97 - 

Static Scheàuüng 

Cyde 

time 

85 

108 

1 10 

92 

Partsper 

cyde 

2 

3 

3 

2 

Partsper 

cycle 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Cydetime 

(2partspr 

cyde) 

90 

76 

82 

97 



The same niles apply when the number of lioes is greater than two. The way the robot is 

scheduled to serve the dinerent Iines is bas& on the ruie thar the loading of a machine 

foliows immediately after the unloading of that machine. Only after both the machines of 

a line are served, wilI the robot move to the next line. 

ûnly 2 lines with 2 machines were considered in this ~ie~earcti. However, the same nila 

could be appikd to a dl having more than two lines- But, beyond a certain value, which 

depends on the machining times and mbot travel time, the waiting at machines would be 

~ i ~ c a n t l y  reduced because the robot is shunling between a larger number of machines 

which would give them suffitient the  to work on a part This will reduce the robot's 

waiting tiine in any cycle and also minimi~e the cycle time. 

5.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 

The static scheduhg ~ s u l t s  for the 2 machines and 2 lines cell shouid be extended to the 

general case of a ceil having integer m machines and n lines. The pnsent on-Iine 

scheduüng algorithm is designeci with this extension in mùid. It works for any tinite 

number of machine-pmcessor pairs. Also, the cut-off point in the robot's travel time when 

the rules of the previous section no longer give a lower cycle time could be cesearcheci. 

This point might depend on the rnachining times and their relation to the robot travel tune. 

A contingency schedule in the case of a breakdown can be considered for static 

scheduling. It has not been considered in this work. Breakdowns have been considered 

for dynamic scheduling by removing the line which is not huictional. Also, heuristic rules 

c m  be developed for a machine renuairig after repair to be given a higher priority than the 

other machines. The algorithm can be mocWed to &O consider the due-date of products. 

This would mean, however, that more user-inputs wouid be required. At present, the 

d e s  are based mainly on the machinhg times and the robot's travel the. 
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1A. Cvdes with ail rn-tv at the sûut of a 

Presented hem are the cycles stariing wiih a i l  machines in the ceil king empty. The lkst 

case is explained in detail, which will facilitate understanding the other cycles. which are 

shown in a condensed form. 

1.k 1) The loading sequence can be symbolicaily represented as: 

I = > M l  =>I=>M?=>Ml =>PL=>M2=>n=>Pl  =>O=>P2=>O=>I  

The task sequence is shown in M y  tabulated fonn below. The task numbers are also 

identifid in Figure I.A. 1. The above cycle can be explained as foilows: 

Tas k T i c  
number 

Robot Task 

load machine M 1 
go to input b a r  
ioad machine M2 
go to machine Ml 
wait at machine M 1 (w 1) 

oad machine Ml and load machine P 1 

go to machine M2 
wait at machine M2 (w2) 

oad machine M2 and load machine P2 
go to machine P l  
wait at machine P l  (w3) 

oad machine P l  
go to machine P2 
wait at machine PZ (w4) 

go to input b a e r  



Ta& number 12 marks the co~y:~usim of ont cyde ami rbm the cycle repeats. ïhe moves 

underliiwi are the WC six ixvit ies that the robot m m  pidomi m each cyck to pmduce 

one part oftachtype. Attheendoftbccyckweseerhat thecyckcimeequaIs the simiof 

the robot's total travei time ad rbs waïting rime at dinermt machiaes. 

The symbolic mpresentaQOa will be usai h m  now on m A p p c k  IA, 1B and 1C to 

desc f i i  the robot's moves. 

The cyck time (CT) for this aqrwnce is: 

Ci' : 12 6 + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + wqm) 

w b : w l ( m ) = m i u  (0 .a -36 )  

w2(m) = max. ( O, b -  3 6 - wi(m) ) 

w3(m) = max. ( O. c - 3 6 - w2(m) } 

wqm) = max. { O, d - 3 6 - w3(m) 

n- IAI 

1.A.2) The second option shown in Figure lA2 is represented symboiïcaily as : 

I = > M I = > I = > M 2 = > M l  =>Pl=>M2=>P2=>wait->O=>P1 =>O=>I: 

CT: 11 6 +  wl(m)+ w2(m)+w3(m)+w4(m) 

where: wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 3 61, 

w2(m) = man. { 0, b - 3 6 - wl(m) }, 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 4 6 - w2(m) - wqm) 1, and 

w4(m) = max. { O, d }. 



. 
1 .A.3) The third option shown in Figure 1 .A.3 is  represented symbolically as : 

where: wl(m) = max. ( 0, a - 3 S), 

w3(m) = max. { O. c ), and 

Figure 1A.3 

1 .A.4) The fourth option shown in Figure 1 .A.4 is represented symbolically as : 

where: wl(m) = max. ( 0, a - 4 6 - w2(m) ), 



w3(m) = max. ( 0, c - 3 6 - w4(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 3 6 - wl(m) 1. 

Figure lA.4 

1 .AS) The fifth option shown in Figure 1-AS is represented symbolically as : 

CT : 10 6 + wl (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where: wl (m) = mm. { O, a - 4 6 - w2(m) 1, 

w2(m) = max. ( O, b ), 

w3(m) = max. { O, c ), and 

w4(m) = max. { 0, d - 4 6 - wl(m) - w3(m) ). 

Figure 1A.5 

1 .A.6) The sixth option shown in Figure l.A.6 is represented symbolically as : 

where: wl(m) = rnax. { O, a - 3 8 - w2(m) - w4(m)}, 



w2(m) = max. { 0, b ), 

w3(m) = max. { O, c ), and 

w4(m) = max. { 0, d ). 

Figure l h 6  

1 .A.7) The seventh option show in Figure 1 A.7 is represented symbolically as : 

I=> MI =>wait=>Pl = > J s = > P J  => O = > M ~ = > P ~ = > W ~ ~ ~ = > Q = > I  

CT: 10 S +wl(m)+w2(m)+w3(m)+w4(m) 

where: w l (m) = max. ( O, a ) . 

w2(m) = max. { O, b - 3 6 - w3(m) }, 

w3(m)=max. (O, c - 3  6),and 

w4(rn) = max. ( 0, d }. 

Figure 1A.7 

1 . A 4  The eight option shown in Figure 1 A.8 is represented syrnboücally as : 

J=>M1 = > ~ i t = > P L = > J = > M 2 = > w a i t = > P Z = > p L I Q . = > P 2 = > 0 = > [  

CT : 1 O S + wl (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 



where: wl (m) = max. ( O. a ), 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 4 6 - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( 0. d - 3 6 - w3(m) }. 

Figure lA.8 

1 .A.9) The ninth option shown in Figure 1 .A3 is represented symbolicalIy as : 

where: w 1 (m) = man ( O, a ) , 

w2(m) = max. ( O, b ), 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 5 6 - w2(m) - w4(m) }, and 

Figure 1A.9 

1 .A. 10) The tenth option shown in Figure 1 .A. 10 is represented symbolically as : 

I=>w =>wait=>P] =>wait=>O=>L=>M2=>wait=>P7=>y[pit=>O=>[ 



CT : 8 6 + wi(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

when: wl(m) =max. ( O, a }, 

w2(m) = ma.  ( O, b 1, 

w3(m) = max. ( O. c ), and 

w4(m) =mm. ( O, d ). 

Figure 1A.10 



- -  - 

J B Cyles when . I I d e d  at tkshwt of a c y k  

The robot has just fiished loading a pait at machine Ml and the cycle starts after ihis 

task. Al1 the machines are loaded with parts b e f o ~  the cycle stiuts. 

1 .B. 1) The first option shown in Figure IB-1 is represented syrnbolically as : 

Ml =>Pl =>O=>Ml = > P b = > P 2 = > O = > M 2 = > P 2 = > I = > M 2 = > J M  

CT: 12 6 + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 
P 

where wl(m) = max. ( O, a -  3 6 - w3(m-1) ), 

w2(m) = rnax. ( O, b - 9 6 - w3(m-1) - wl(m) - w4(m-1) ), 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1B. 1 

1 .B.2) The second option show in Figure 1.B.2 is represented symbolica 

where wl(m) = max. { 0, a - 9 8 - w3(m-1) - w4(m-l) - w2(m-1) }, 

w2(rn) = max. ( 0, b - 9 6 - wl(m) - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) 1, 

w3(m) = max. { O, c - 3 6 }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 9 6 - wl(m) - w3(m)}. 



Figure. 1 B i  

1 .B.3) The chird option shown in Figure 1 .B.3 is represented symbolicaily as : 

MI =>PJ = > Q = > P 2 = > Q = > M l = > p L = > M 2 = > P 2 = > J = > ~ = > 1 = > M l  
, 

CT: 12 6 + w 1 (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. ( 0, a - 5 6 - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) ), 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 7 S - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 7 6 - w3(m) 1. 

Figure. lB.3 

1 .B.4) The fourth option shown in Figure 1 .B.4 is represented symbolicaily as : 

when wl(m) =ma. (O,  a-  9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) }, 

w3(m) = max. ( 0, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) } - 



(This cycle is similiar to cycle 1.8.10) 

Figure. 1B.4 

1 .B.S) The fifth option shown in Figure 1.8.5 is repnsented symbolically as : 

MI = > P 2 = > 0  =>m=>PZ=>Pl =>Q=>MJ = > p L = > I r > = > w  

CT: 12 6 + w 1 (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. { O, a - 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) 1, 

w2(m) = max. { 0, b - 5 6 - w4(m-1) ), 
w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1 B.5 

1 .BA) The sixth option show in Figure 1.8.6 is represented symbolicaily as : 

Ml =>P2=>Q=>m=>p2=>pl  =>n=>I=>M2=>Ml =>pL=>I=>MI 

CT: 12 6 + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. { O, a -  9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) }, 

w2(m) = man ( O, b - 7 S - wl(m) - w4(m-1) ), 



w3(m) = max. ( O? c - 7 8 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. { O? d - 9 S - w3(m) - wl(m) }. 

Figure. 1B.6 

where w 1 (rn) = max. { O, a - 5 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) }, 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 9 6 - w2(m) - w4(m-1) ), and 
, 

w4(m)=max. ( 0,d-5 b ). 

Figure. IB.7 

1 .B.8) The eighth option show in Figure 1 .B.8 is represented symbolically as : 

Ml => P 2 = > 0 = >  Pl  = > O = > M ~ = > P ~ = > I = > M ~ = > M J  =>pL=>J=>ML 

CT: 12 S + w l(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. ( 0, a - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1)- w2(m-1) }, 



w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 9 6 - wl(m) - w4(m-1) - w3(m-L) ), 
w3(m) = max. { O, c - 5 S - w4(m-1) ),and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 7 6 - wl(m) }. 

O 

Figure. 1B.8 

l.B.9) The ninth option shown in Figure 1.B.9 is represented symbolically as : 

M l  => P2 =>O=> =>(3=>MZ=>P2=> Ml = > p L = > J = > m = > I = > M l  

CT: 12 6 + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) - w2(m-1) ), 

w2(m) = max. ( 0, b - 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) ), 
w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 7 6 - w4(m-1) ), and 
w4(m) = max. ( 0, d - 7 S - wl(m) ). 

Figure. IB.9 

For the following cycles, the robot start fiom machine M2 as the robot has just fmished 

Ioading a part on M2 and the cycle starts. 

1 .B. 10) nie tenth option show in Figure 1 .B. 10 is represented symbolically as : 



where wl(m) = max. ( O, a-  9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) }, 

w2(m) =mm. ( O, b - 9 6 - w3(m-1) - wl(m) - w4(m-1) ), 

w3(m) = max. { O, c'- 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) =mim. ( 0, d - 9  6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1 B. 10 

1 .B. 1 1) The eleventh option shown in Figure 1.B. 1 1 is represented symbolicdly as : 

M 2 = > P l  =>O=> Ml =>pL=>P2=>0=>M2=>P2=>I=>Ml =>I->m - 
CT: 12 S + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(rn) = max. ( O, a - 5 6 - w3(rnW1) ), 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. { O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) }. 

O 

Figure. 1B. 1 I 

1 .B. 12) The twelveth option shown in Figure 1 .B. 12 is represented symbolically as : 



where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 7 6 - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) ), 

w2(m) = max. { O, b - 9 6 - w3(m-1) - wl(m) - w4(m-1) }, 
w3(m) = rnax. { O, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) }, and 

Figure. 18.12 

3) The thirteenth option show in Figure 1 .B. 13 is represented symbolically as : 

where wl(m) = max. { O, a - 9 6 - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) }, 
w2(m) = max. { O, b - 5 6 w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) }, 

Figure. 1 B. 13 

1 .B. 14) The fourteenth option shown in Figure 1 B .  14 is cepcesented symbolically as : 



where wl(m) = man ( O, a - 9 6 - w2(m-1) - w3(m-l) - w4(m-1) }, 
w2(m) = max. { O, b - 9 6 - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) - w l(m) }, 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 5 6 - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 5 6 - w3(m) }. 

Figure. 1B.14 

1 .B. 15) The fifieenth option shown in Figure l.B.15 is represented symbolically as : 

CT: 12 6 + wl(rn) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. { O, a - 7 S - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) }, 

w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 7 6 - w3(m-1) - w4(m-1) - wl(m) ), 

w3(m) = max. ( 0, c - 7 6 - w2(m) 1, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d - 7 6 - w3(m) ). 

Figure. 1B.15 

1 .B. 1 6) The skteenth option shown in Figure I .B. 1 6 is represented symbolically as : 



CT: 12 6 + wl (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = m a x  ( O, a- 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) ), 
w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) - wl(m) ), 
w3(m) = ma. ( O, c - 9 6 - w2(m) - w4(m-1) }, and 
w4(rn)=max. ( 0 , d - 5 6 ) .  

Figure. lB.16 

1 .B. 17) The seventeenth option show in Figure 1 .B. 17 is repnsented symbolically as : 

M2=> P7=>()=>PJ =>O = > M 2 = > P 2 = > M l = > p l = > J = > M L = > I = > m  

CT: 12 6 +wl(m) +w2(m) +w3(m)+w4(rn) 

where wl(m) = max. { O, a - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) - w2(m-1) }, 
w2(m) = max. { O, b - 5 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) }, 
w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 7 6 - w4(m-1) }, and 

w4(m) = mm. ( O, d - 7 6 - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1 B. 1 7 

The eighteenth option show in Figure 1 .B. 1 8 is represented symbolicdly as : 



where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) 
w2(m) = m a x  ( O, b - 3 6 - w4(m-1) ), 

w3(m) = max. { O, c - 9 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) =max. { O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 18.18 



1 C. 1) Condition (b) Listed on page 18 of Section 32.3 is shown in figure 1C.1. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

where wI(m)=max. {Osa- 56-w2(m-1) }, . 
w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 9 6 - wl(m) - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) ), 
w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 3 6 - w4(m-1) ),and 

Figure. LC.l 

1C.2) Condition (c) listed on page 18 of Section 3.2.3 is shown in figure 1C.2. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

where wl(m) =ma.  ( O, a - 5  6 -  w3(m-1) }, 

w2(m) = max. ( 0, b - 3 6 - wl(m) }, 

w3(m) = max. { O, c - 6 6 - w4(rn-1) - w2(m) }, and 

w4(m) = max. ( O, d }. 



IC.3) Condition (d) Iisted on page 18 o f  Section 3.2.3 is shown in figure 1C.3. The 

CT = 12 6 + wl (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 3 6 - w4(m-1) }, 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 3 6 ), and 

Figure. 1C.3 

1C.J) Condition (f) listed on page 18 of Section 32.3  i s  shown in figure 1C.4. The 

sym bolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

where wl(m) =max. ( O, a -  9 6 - w4(m-1) - w3(m-1) - w2(m-1) ), 

w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 3 6 - w3(m-1) ), 



w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 7 6 - w4(m-1) }, and 

w4(m) = max. { O, d ,- 5 6 - wl(m) }. 

Figure. 1C.4 

lC.5) Condition (g) listed on page 18 of Section 3 .23  is shown in figure 1C.S. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

where w l(m) = max. { O, a - 5 6 - w4(m-1) ) 
w2(m)= max. ( O, b - 3 &wl(m) ) 

w3(m) = max. ( O, c - 3 6 - w2(m) } 

w4(m) = max. { O, d - 5 6 - w3(m) } 

Figure 1C.5 

1C.6) Condition (j) listed on page 19 of Section 32 .3  is shown in figure lC.6. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 



CT = 12 6 + wl(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(@ 

where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 5 6 - w2(m-1) - w3(m-1) f ,  

w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 5 6 - w4(m-1) ), 
w3(m) = mm. ( O, c - 9 S - w4(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. { O, d - 7 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1C.6 

IC.7) Condition (1) listed on page 19 of Section 3.2.3 is show in figure 1C.7. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

P2 =>(3=>M2=> pZ=>I=> m=>M1 =>Pl =>wajt=>Q=>J=>M] =>P2 

CT = 1 1 6 + w l (m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m) = max. ( O, a - 7 6 - w4(m-1) - w2(m-1) }, 

w2(m) = max. ( 0, b - 8 6 - w 1 (m) - w3(mW1) - w4(m- 1) ) , 

w3(m) = ma. ( O, c ), and 

w4(m) = max. ( 0, d - 8 6 - wl(m) - w3(m) ). 

Figure. lC.7 



1 C.8) Condition (n) listed on page 19 of Section 3-23 is show in figue lC.8. The 

symbolic representation of robot move sequence is: 

P7 =>O=>M2=> a = > P J  =>Q=>I=>Ml=>I=>W=>MJ =>pL=>P2 

CT = 12 6 + w l(m) + w2(m) + w3(m) + w4(m) 

where wl(m)=max. (0 ,a -36} ,  

w2(m) = max. ( O, b - 5 6 - wl(rn) - w4(m-L)}, 
w3(rn) = max. ( O, c - 5 6 - w.l(m-1) - w2(m) ), and 

w4(m) = max. { O, d - 9 6 - w3(m) - wl(m) ). 

Figure. 1C.8 



The "bold" values in al1 the tables &en in this appeedix are representative of the 
minimum cycle tirne. Values shown under CO~UKMS Mi, M2, Pl  and P2 cepment the 
machining times. The values in the rest of the columns represent the cycle times for the 
cycles show in Appendix LA,B and C. Al1 the values shown in this Table are given in 
seconds. 

Table 2.1 Condition: AU the machines are emply at  the start of a cycle, 
8 

Robot Travel T'une, 6 = 5 s 



Table 2.1 continued fiom the previous page 

222 I I I  182 192 199 

243 I I I  177 187 224 

257 I I I  193 203 283 

216 I I I  145 142 183 

205 I I I  166 176 176 

273 I I I  210 209 301 

147 I I I  176 186 203 .  

232 I I I  228 218 287 

227 I I I  192 202 212 



Table 2.1 continued fiom the previous page 



Table 2.2 Condition : AU the machina are loaded at the start of the qcie, 

Robot Travel Time,,G = 5 secs 

95 Iiis I s s  

110 1 LOO 1120 



Table 2.2 contiaued h m  the previous page: 

I l l  



Table 2.2 continued fiom the previous page: 



Table 2.3 Condition : Ail the machines are loaded ai the rtart of the cycle, 
Robot Travel Time, 6 = 5 secs 

- -  - -- - 

118 1122 I i 1 8  1132 1142 



Table 2.3 continued nom the previous page: 



Table 2.3 continued fiom the previous page: 

44 61 96 67 

82 89 40 52 

70 54 41 23 

61 96 85 57 

111 

104 

85 

111 

I l l  

117 

LOS 

121 

111 

107 

95 

111 

w i M 2 P 1 P Z l E K l B L U 1 B 3 2 m M m u  

13 1 

124 

89 

131 

121 

104 

85 

111 

121 

114 

95 

121 

111 

114 

95 

121 

121 

124 

89 

13 1 

111 

134 

99 

141 



Table 2.4 Condition: Some machines are ioaded at the start of a cycle, 
6 = 5 secs 



Table 2.4 contuiued h m  the pnvious page: 



Table 2.4 continwd from the preMous page: 



, 

Table 2.5 Condition: Ali the machina are empty at the start o f  a cycle 

Robot Travet Tirne, S = 12 secs 



Table 2.5 continued fkom the previous page: 



Table 2.5 continued h m  the pnvious page: 



Table 2.6 Condition: AU the machines are loaded at the start ofa cycle, 
Robot Travel Time, S = 12 secs 

144 I I I  153 144 144 

144 I I I  164 162 144 

144 I I I  144 144 144 

144 I I I  144 154 144 

145 I I I  145 169 145 



Table 2.6 continued fiom the previous page: 



Table 2.6 continued nom the prcvious page: 



Table 2.7 Condition: Nt the machines are Ioaded at the s t i t t  of a cycle 
Robot Travet Tirne, 6 = 12 secs 



Table 2.7 conhueci fiom the previous page: 



Table 2;7 continueci fiom the previous page: 



Table 2.8 Condition: Some machina are loaded at the s b r t  of a cycle, 

Robot Travel Tirne, 6 = 12 secs 



Table 2.8 continued fiom the pnvious page: 



Table 2.8 continucd fiom the pcevious page: 



Table 2.9 Condition: Al1 the machines are empty at the s tar t  of a cycle, 

Robot Travel Tirne, 6 = 20 secs 

257 I I I I I  306 309 276 3L6 326 

336 I I I I I  333 314 357 354 377 

326 I I I I I  344 276 298 316 339 

325 I I I I I  325 335 375 375 396 

322 I I I I I  365 334 334 374 382 

327 I I I I I  390 348 348 388 398 

317 I I I 1 1  340 288 238 261 333 



Table 2.9 continucd h m  the previous page: 



Table 2.9 continued h m  the previous page: 



Table 2.10 Condition: AI! the machhes are loaded at the start o l a  cycle, 
Robot Travel The, 8 = 20 secs 



Table 2.10 contiaued h m  th+ previous page: 



Tabie 2.10 continued h m  the previous page: 



Table 2.11 Condition : AM the machines a n  loaded at the start of the cycle, 

Robot Travel Time, 6 = 20 secs 



Table 2.1 1 continued ttom the previoiri page: 



Table 2.1 1 continued fiom the previous page: 



Table 2.12 Condition: Some machines are loaded at the start of a cycle, 
Robot Travel Times, 6 = 20 secs 

240 I I I I I I  249 240 '240 240 250 240 

270 I I I I I I  304 277 240 277 310 256 

25% I I I I I I  278 240 240 258 298 240 

240 I I I I I I  273 240 240 240 236 240 

240 I I I I I I  300 277 240 277 250 240 

272 I l I I I I  272 240 240 272 312 240 

250 I I I I I 1  250 240 240 250 290 240 

240 1 - 1  272 240 1 240 1 1 - 1  240 280 240 



Table 2.12 continueci fiom the previous page: 



Table 2.12 continued from the previous page : 



The tabies rcprrsait the cycle t h e  gclterated by the dynamic scbeduhg sofbme, 
considering no machint brcakdowns. The "bold" dues represcnt the lowcst cycle tirne. 
Where the number of parts produced in each cycle is more than 2, the Average Cycle tùne 
is dculated to npresent the time taken to produce 2 parts. 
Table 3.1. Robot Travel time : 5 sccj 



Table 3.1. continued h m  the prcvious page 



Table 3.1 continued h m  the pmrious page 



Table 3.2. Robot T m 1  Tirne, 6 l2 secs 



Tabie 3.2 Continued h m  the previous page, 

- - - - - - - - - -- 
7 - - - - 

M u L m J 2  ~l rb-  
Ib al- 

81 52 76 51 144 144 148 148 144 144 148 148 2 2 2 2  

79 20 79 20 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 2 2 2 2 



Table 3 2  continued h m  the pre'uious page: 



Table 3.3. Robot Tavel Time, 6 = 20 secs 

- - -- 

cle T w  . v e w  C v M  . - 
Ib .- .- 

240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 2 2 2 2 



Table 3.3 Conhued h m  the prcvious page, 



Table 3.3 continucd h m  the pztvious page: 



APPENDIX 4 

The general structure of the software is : 

Input the n m n k  of machine aad assemblers and the cocrcsponding 

l operaîing timcs and a h  the robot travel tirne. 1 
I 

comsponding to the four stmtegies I 
'1/ 

Algorithm fin& the minimum cycle time and the 

A minute by minute scheduie of robot tasks is generated and 
appropriate commands are sent to the robot. The conditions of each 

component of the ceii are coostantiy monitored 

I 

Outputs the minimum cycle time and the number of parts of 
each type produced at the end of the scheduie. 1 



Each strategy has been coded as a subrouthe according to the des sel- The g e n d  

structure of eacb is : 

1 %put the machining times, robot travel the and stamng I 
1 time of the scheduie 1 

v 
Riority rrordering of machining times and 

r 1 Load ai l  machines for the fkt time based on priority 

- 
Check *ch part needs to be rmloaded h m  machint and 

I Ifody one processor, senrice it 

- 

I If no machines need Ioading, WPST I 

If more than one processor, load the pfocessor with highest priority 

, 

R e m  to main module. 

, If no procmor need semices, load any empty machines 
accordhg to the pnority assigned 

& i 




